INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL – BURAIDAH
Social Science Worksheet / Term – II /Class : VII
HISTORY
Ch -6, Towns,Traders And Crftpersons : Ch -7,Tribes, Nomads And
Settled Communities ;
1.___________ was the capital of the Chauhan kings in the twelfth century.
2. The small towns usually had a ______________ to which nearby villagers
brought their produce to sell.
3. The small towns had market streets called ____________.
4. The most famous guilds in south India from eighth century onwards were
__________________ and ______________.
5._________ is the inlay works ( in copper and silver )of Bidarcraftspersons.
6.The ____________ was one of the most important festivals celebrated at
Hampi.
7.___________was the emporium of western trade during the Mughal period.
8. The fort at ______________ was built by the Dutch.
9. Hampi was the capital of the ______________ empire.
10.Rxplain “lost wax” technique.
11. Define the term Emporium and Hundi .
12. Which are the nodal cities of today?
13. Why do you think towns grew around temples ?
14. How importantwere crafts persons for the building and maintenance of
Temples ?
15.____________ Akbar‟s famous generals, attacked and defeated the Cheros

in 1591.
16.Write a note on Nomadic pastoralists .
17._____________ were the most important trader - nomads .
18. Banjarascaravan was called ___________ .
19. Write a note on shifting cultivation .
20. Write a note on the administrative system of the Gonds .
21. _____________ were historical works written by the Ahoms.
22. What changes took place in Varna based society ?
23. How was the administrations of the Ahom were organized ?
24.What drew European traders to India ?
25. In what ways was the history of the Gonds different from that of the
Ahoms ?

GEOGRAPHY
Ch - 6 ,Natural Vegitation&Wild Life ;Ch -7 , Human Settlement,
Transport & Communication.
1.Natural vegetation is generally classified into __________ broad categories.
2. ___________ , one of the world‟s largest snakes is found in the tropical
Rainforest .
3. The _______________ forests are located in the mid -latitudinal coastal
region.
4.Which type of forest dominates most part of India?
5. _______________ regions are known as „Orchards of the world‟ for their
fruit cultivation.

6. What are Taiga ?
7. Tropical Grasslands of East Africa is known as ______________ .
8.Temperate Grasslands of North America is ____________.
9.Write a short note on Tundra type of vegetation .
10.What is the difference between TropicalGrasslands and Temperate Grasslands?
11.Mention the uses of coniferous forest .
12.In which part of the world is seasonal grasslands found ?
13.Steppe grasslands are found in ____________.
14.The type and thickness of vegetation changes from place to place. Give
Reason.
15._______________ are places where people build their homes.
16.What are sites ? What are the natural conditions for its selection ?
17.____________ is a seasonal movement of people .
18.Modern means of transport saves _____________ and _______________.
19.The ________________ connects Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata.
20.Roads built underground are called ____________________.
21. The _________ railway network is the largest in Asia.
22. The ___________ railway is the longest railway system.
23._____________ are the cheapest for carrying heavy and bulkygoods over
long distances.
24. Which are the two types of waterways ?
25. Name some of the important ports of the world .
26. _______________ is the fastest way of transport developed in the early
Twentieth century.
27. Name some of the important airports .

28.________________ is the process of onveying messages to others.
29. ________________ have made communication even faster.
30.What do you understand by communication ?
31. What is mass media ?
32. What are the four means of transport ?

CIVICS
Ch –6.Understanding Media ; Ch -7.Understanding Advertising .
1.What is meant by censorship ?
2.In what ways does the media play an important role in a democracy ?
3. What is a balanced report ?
4.____________ has brought the world closer to us.
5.In a democracy __________ plays an important role in providing news.
6. An ______________media is important in a democracy.
7. ____________ is a word used to refer to a TV or radio program that is
widely transmitted.
8. What is meant by public protest ?
9._____________ means stamping a product with a particular name or sign.
10.What is the relation between brand values and social values.?
11.____________

refers to a thing or service that has been made for being

sold in the market.
12. Describe the cause why media is not said to be independent.?
13. What is Advertising ?
14. What is meant by social advertising?

15.Can you explain two ways in which you think advertising affects issues
of equality in a democracy?
16. What do you understand by the word brand ? List reasons why building
Brands is central to advertising ?
17. What is media ?

